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What is the Lecture AboutWhat is the Lecture About
 Convincing you that it is time to seriously thinkConvincing you that it is time to seriously think

about the role of organization in the design of aabout the role of organization in the design of a
multi-agent systemmulti-agent system
 More generally complex software artifactsMore generally complex software artifacts

 Providing you with a concrete feeling for someProviding you with a concrete feeling for some
interesting research topics associated withinteresting research topics associated with
organizational structuringorganizational structuring
 analytic modeling for performance evaluationanalytic modeling for performance evaluation
 organization instantiation, adaptation and designorganization instantiation, adaptation and design



What is an Organization of Agents?What is an Organization of Agents?

 The organizational structure specifies the information,The organizational structure specifies the information,
communication, and control relationships among thecommunication, and control relationships among the
agents in a very general way.agents in a very general way.
 Includes decisions that remain in effect over a reasonable timeIncludes decisions that remain in effect over a reasonable time

interval and which affect a large number of nodes.interval and which affect a large number of nodes.

 Decisions regarding each agentDecisions regarding each agent’’s dynamic activity ares dynamic activity are
made local within the context of an organizational structuremade local within the context of an organizational structure
 perhaps after consultation with a small group of nearby agents.perhaps after consultation with a small group of nearby agents.

Trade off cost of network control andTrade off cost of network control and
communication for less optimal performance.communication for less optimal performance.



Drivers for Organization Focus in MASDrivers for Organization Focus in MAS
 Organizations provide framework for how to decompose aOrganizations provide framework for how to decompose a

problem into agentsproblem into agents
 Organization provides a framework for dealing withOrganization provides a framework for dealing with

computational issues of scalecomputational issues of scale
 patterns of activity are likely to be localized and semi-patterns of activity are likely to be localized and semi-

redundantredundant
 patterns of activity provide stability and predictabilitypatterns of activity provide stability and predictability

 Decrease amount of non-local information and amount ofDecrease amount of non-local information and amount of
reasoning necessary to make effective coordinationreasoning necessary to make effective coordination
decisionsdecisions

 Organization provides a way of breaking down a globalOrganization provides a way of breaking down a global
optimization problemoptimization problem
 into a set of local optimization problems with someinto a set of local optimization problems with some

interactions among theminteractions among them



OutlineOutline
 Background/MotivationBackground/Motivation

 Distributed Sensor Network OrganizationDistributed Sensor Network Organization
 Evaluating an OrganizationEvaluating an Organization
 Organizational InstantiationOrganizational Instantiation
 Organization DesignOrganization Design
 Other ApplicationsOther Applications

 Peer-to-Peer IRPeer-to-Peer IR
 SummarySummary
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Distributed Sensor NetworkDistributed Sensor Network
Challenge ProblemChallenge Problem

•Small 2D
Doppler radar
units (30’s)

– Scan one of
three 120°
sectors at a
time

• Commodity
Processor
associated with
each radar

•Communicate
short messages
using one of 8
radio channels

•Triangulate
radars to do
tracking



Representative of AdaptiveRepresentative of Adaptive
Distributed Sensor Network IssuesDistributed Sensor Network Issues

 Need for Coordination/DistributedNeed for Coordination/Distributed
Resource AllocationResource Allocation
 Multiple sensors need to collaborate on tasksMultiple sensors need to collaborate on tasks

 View objects of interest from multiple angles withView objects of interest from multiple angles with
different types of sensorsdifferent types of sensors

 Sensing time windows need to be closely alignedSensing time windows need to be closely aligned
 Environmental DynamicsEnvironmental Dynamics

 Sensor configuration changes as target movesSensor configuration changes as target moves
 Potential for Resource OverloadsPotential for Resource Overloads

 Multiple target in overlapping sensor regionsMultiple target in overlapping sensor regions
 Limited Communication ChannelsLimited Communication Channels



Representative of DSN Issues, cont.Representative of DSN Issues, cont.
 Soft Real-timeSoft Real-time

 Limited time window for sensingLimited time window for sensing
 Must anticipate where target is moving in order toMust anticipate where target is moving in order to

effectively allocate sensor resourceseffectively allocate sensor resources
 Time for coordination affects time for sensingTime for coordination affects time for sensing

 Distribution: communication latency/limitedDistribution: communication latency/limited
bandwidth precludes global knowledge/controlbandwidth precludes global knowledge/control
 distributed data fusiondistributed data fusion

 Scalability: need to be able to handle largeScalability: need to be able to handle large
numbers of sensor nodesnumbers of sensor nodes

 Robustness: local failures should not induceRobustness: local failures should not induce
global collapseglobal collapse
 Handle uncertain information,Handle uncertain information,

sensor/processor/communication failuressensor/processor/communication failures



Organizational Structure forOrganizational Structure for
our DSNour DSN

A Key Issue is ScalabilityA Key Issue is Scalability
Hundreds to thousands of sensorHundreds to thousands of sensor

nodes may exist.nodes may exist.
Tens to hundreds of targets.Tens to hundreds of targets.
Constrained communication.Constrained communication.
Problems occur even in relativelyProblems occur even in relatively

small networkssmall networks



Our Solution at the Organizational Level:Our Solution at the Organizational Level:
Nearly-Decomposable One-level HierarchyNearly-Decomposable One-level Hierarchy

 Decompose environment to form a Decompose environment to form a partitionedpartitioned
organizationorganization..
 Each partition (sector) will contain a set of sensor nodes,Each partition (sector) will contain a set of sensor nodes,

each with its own controlling agent.each with its own controlling agent.
 Individual sectors are relatively autonomous.Individual sectors are relatively autonomous.

 Specialize members of the agent population toSpecialize members of the agent population to
dynamically take on multiple, differentdynamically take on multiple, different goals/roles. goals/roles.
 Individual agents become Individual agents become ““managersmanagers”” of different aspects of different aspects

of the problem.of the problem.
 Managers form high-level plans to address their goals,Managers form high-level plans to address their goals,

and negotiate with other nodes to achieve them.and negotiate with other nodes to achieve them.



Organizational ControlOrganizational Control

 PartitionedPartitioned
EnvironmentEnvironment
 Constrains info.Constrains info.

propagationpropagation
 Reduces informationReduces information

loadload
 Exploits localityExploits locality

 Agents take on rolesAgents take on roles
 Limits sources ofLimits sources of

informationinformation
 Facilitates dataFacilitates data

retrievalretrieval



Organizationally-StructuredOrganizationally-Structured
Communication among AgentsCommunication among Agents

DrA
DrQ
DrR
TB
RR
TD
PTC
RB
PC
DA
TBU
ES

Sector
Manager

Tracking
Manager

Scanning
Agent

Tracking
Agent



Partitioning of NodesPartitioning of Nodes

• The environment is first partitioned into sectors.
• Sector managers are then assigned.



Competition for Sensor AgentsCompetition for Sensor Agents

• Sector members send their capabilities to their managers.
• Each manager then generates and disseminates a scan schedule.



Track Manager SelectionTrack Manager Selection

• Nodes in the scan schedule perform scanning actions.
• Detections reported to Manager and a Track Manager selected.



Managing Conflicted ResourcesManaging Conflicted Resources

• Track Manager discovers and coordinates with tracking nodes.
• New tracking tasks may conflict with existing tasks at the node.



Data Fusion (Track Generation)Data Fusion (Track Generation)

• Tracking data sent to an agent which performs the fusion.
• Results sent back to track manager for path prediction.



Managing Conflicted Resources:Managing Conflicted Resources:
Sensors, Processors, CommunicationSensors, Processors, Communication

 SensorsSensors
 Conflicting Scanning Tasks from different Sector ManagersConflicting Scanning Tasks from different Sector Managers

 Locally resolved by agent connected to sensorLocally resolved by agent connected to sensor
 Tracking Tasks wanting same sensor resourcesTracking Tasks wanting same sensor resources

 Negotiation among track managersNegotiation among track managers
 CommunicationCommunication

 Communication Degradation due to lack of LocalityCommunication Degradation due to lack of Locality
 Track manager migration among sectorsTrack manager migration among sectors

 Communication Channel OverloadCommunication Channel Overload
 Sector manager assignment of track manager rolesSector manager assignment of track manager roles

 ProcessorsProcessors
 Data Fusion Overload/Knowledge localityData Fusion Overload/Knowledge locality

 Sector manager assignment of data fusion/track manager rolesSector manager assignment of data fusion/track manager roles
 Multiplexing RolesMultiplexing Roles



Centralizing Information in SectorCentralizing Information in Sector
ManagerManager

Handling Data Correlation with Multiple TracksHandling Data Correlation with Multiple Tracks
 Targets are represented by uncertainty boundsTargets are represented by uncertainty bounds

 Bounds are affected by speed of target and age of supporting measurementsBounds are affected by speed of target and age of supporting measurements
 Bounds are shared with sector manager, who in turn shares them with otherBounds are shared with sector manager, who in turn shares them with other

track managerstrack managers
 Sector managerSector manager

 Uses target uncertainty bounds to determine if new target detections (fromUses target uncertainty bounds to determine if new target detections (from
scanning) are known targetsscanning) are known targets

 Data from known target detections are used to focus attention of relevantData from known target detections are used to focus attention of relevant
track managertrack manager

 Track managersTrack managers
 Uses amplitude lobe intersections to estimate position in times of needUses amplitude lobe intersections to estimate position in times of need
 Prevents data fusion if estimated resolved position is within another targetPrevents data fusion if estimated resolved position is within another target’’ss

boundsbounds
 Throws out ambiguous measurements which intersect another targetThrows out ambiguous measurements which intersect another target’’ss

boundsbounds



Fault ToleranceFault Tolerance
 Sensor Node information is propagated through theSensor Node information is propagated through the

use of directory services (x, y, orientation, etc.).use of directory services (x, y, orientation, etc.).
 Sensors provide sector managers with their information.Sensors provide sector managers with their information.
 Track managers query sector managers for sensor details.Track managers query sector managers for sensor details.
 This information is cached for future use at each stepThis information is cached for future use at each step

 The directory held in sector manager maintainsThe directory held in sector manager maintains
historical query informationhistorical query information
 New data are analyzed for relevance to those queriesNew data are analyzed for relevance to those queries
 Relevant information is automatically propagated to theRelevant information is automatically propagated to the

query sourcequery source
 This process quickly updates agentsThis process quickly updates agents’’ beliefs, beliefs,

allowing them to adapt to changeallowing them to adapt to change
 We have implemented this for sensor failure, andWe have implemented this for sensor failure, and

could adapt it for other issuescould adapt it for other issues



Communication Locality forCommunication Locality for
TrackingTracking

 As the target moves further from the targetAs the target moves further from the target
manager, communication will degrademanager, communication will degrade

 To compensate, the track managing task isTo compensate, the track managing task is
periodically periodically ““migratedmigrated”” to a new agent to a new agent
 Migration occurs when the target has moved out of theMigration occurs when the target has moved out of the

sector the track manager is insector the track manager is in
 Migrating manager first notifies remote sectorMigrating manager first notifies remote sector’’ss

manager of the transitionmanager of the transition
 Remote sector manager picks new, local trackRemote sector manager picks new, local track

managermanager



Organization becomes moreOrganization becomes more
important with:important with:

 Increases in the number of agentsIncreases in the number of agents
 Increases in the duration of agent activitiesIncreases in the duration of agent activities
 Increases in the repetitiveness of activitiesIncreases in the repetitiveness of activities
 Increases in resource sharingIncreases in resource sharing
 Increases in collaborationIncreases in collaboration
 Increases in agent specializationIncreases in agent specialization
 Decreases in agent capabilityDecreases in agent capability
 Decreases in resource slackDecreases in resource slack



A Case Study of  theA Case Study of  the
Performance ofPerformance of

Organizational VariantsOrganizational Variants
in a Distributed Sensorin a Distributed Sensor

NetworkNetwork



Structuring an Agent OrganizationStructuring an Agent Organization
in a Sensor Networkin a Sensor Network

 Performance CharacteristicsPerformance Characteristics
 Communication LocalityCommunication Locality
 Information and Processing BottlenecksInformation and Processing Bottlenecks
 Organizational Control OverheadOrganizational Control Overhead
 Overall EffectivenessOverall Effectiveness

 How are these affected byHow are these affected by
 Structure of the OrganizationStructure of the Organization

 Size of sectorSize of sector
 Characteristics of the Task EnvironmentCharacteristics of the Task Environment

 Number of objects being sensedNumber of objects being sensed



Communication CharacteristicsCommunication Characteristics

 Larger sectors withLarger sectors with
more agents leads tomore agents leads to
less messaging overallless messaging overall

 Less tracking controlLess tracking control
 Fewer directory queriesFewer directory queries

 Fewer sectors to queryFewer sectors to query
 More tracking dataMore tracking data

Agents per Sector
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Communication Load DisparityCommunication Load Disparity

 Large sectorsLarge sectors
increase SM loadincrease SM load
 More messages toMore messages to

handlehandle
 Greater disparity -Greater disparity -

SM is a SM is a ““hotspothotspot””
 Greater disparityGreater disparity

in activity loadin activity load
 Average actionAverage action

totals are constanttotals are constant
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WhatWhat’’s Best?s Best?

 Find inflection pointFind inflection point
in graphsin graphs’’ intersection intersection

 Empirical evidenceEmpirical evidence
supports sector sizesupports sector size
from 5-10 sensorsfrom 5-10 sensors

 This would vary,This would vary,
depending ondepending on
sensor andsensor and
environmentalenvironmental
characteristicscharacteristics

Agents per Sector

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Messages RMS Error Comm. Deviation Comm. Distance

General Case Robust Managers



Empirical Performance ConclusionsEmpirical Performance Conclusions
 Quantitative results are domain-specific,Quantitative results are domain-specific,

howeverhowever……
 Locality, information bottlenecks, organizationalLocality, information bottlenecks, organizational

control overhead are common in many domainscontrol overhead are common in many domains
 General techniques for measuring organizationalGeneral techniques for measuring organizational

characteristics were providedcharacteristics were provided

 This work demonstrates that This work demonstrates that organizationalorganizational
controls can affect performancecontrols can affect performance
 ……both positively and negativelyboth positively and negatively
 It is important to recognize and exploit theseIt is important to recognize and exploit these

characteristicscharacteristics



Predicting thePredicting the
Performance of anPerformance of an

Organization ThroughOrganization Through
Analytic ModelingAnalytic Modeling



Results Message ModelResults Message Model
 c: desired sensorsc: desired sensors
 c^c^: actual sensors used: actual sensors used
 b: target radiusb: target radius
 r: sensor radiusr: sensor radius
 N: number of sensorsN: number of sensors
 l: sensor conflict estimatel: sensor conflict estimate
 v: target velocityv: target velocity
 T: number of targetsT: number of targets
 S: number of sensorsS: number of sensors
 m: measurement request ratem: measurement request rate
 ll : conflict efficiency reduction factor: conflict efficiency reduction factor
 d: directory service delayd: directory service delay
 g: track migration delayg: track migration delay

Desired result rate
Sensor use proportion
Conflict inefficiency
Directory/Migration delay



Agents Per Sector
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 AppropriateAppropriate
constants foundconstants found
for results modelfor results model

 ComparedCompared
against empiricalagainst empirical
results forresults for
(2,4,12) targets(2,4,12) targets



OrganizationalOrganizational Modeling Conclusions Modeling Conclusions

 Simple analytic modeling can generateSimple analytic modeling can generate
good predictionsgood predictions

 Tricky to get right formulasTricky to get right formulas
 Need to have deep understanding ofNeed to have deep understanding of

systemsystem



“Controlled” Self-Organization

Bottom-up Discovery of Organizational
Roles and Responsibilities given a

Predefined Organizational Structure

… …

A1, A2, …, An

Ai

Aj Ak…

An

Al Am…
…



Motivation for Self-OrganizationMotivation for Self-Organization
in a DSNin a DSN

 Need to move from hand-generated, staticNeed to move from hand-generated, static
organizational structure based on sensororganizational structure based on sensor
configuration known prior to startupconfiguration known prior to startup

 To dynamic (and distributed) constructionTo dynamic (and distributed) construction
of organizational structure at startup timeof organizational structure at startup time
based on arbitrary sensor configurationbased on arbitrary sensor configuration

 Adaptation of organization during runningAdaptation of organization during running
 Based on sensor failure or degradation of capabilitiesBased on sensor failure or degradation of capabilities
 Based on introduction of new sensorsBased on introduction of new sensors
 Based on acquired knowledge of traffic patternsBased on acquired knowledge of traffic patterns



Example of Organizational Self-Example of Organizational Self-
Design Based on NegotiationDesign Based on Negotiation

Stable organization.
Three Sectors.

Organization after self-discovery.Organization after self-discovery.
Nine sectors.Nine sectors.

Empty circles are sector managers.Empty circles are sector managers.



Self-Organization ApproachSelf-Organization Approach

 Discovery Process:  When a node becomes active,Discovery Process:  When a node becomes active,
it joins the sector manager nearest to it if oneit joins the sector manager nearest to it if one
exists.  Otherwise, the node becomes a sectorexists.  Otherwise, the node becomes a sector
manager.  This results in a rough division of themanager.  This results in a rough division of the
area into sectors.area into sectors.

 Negotiation Process:  The sector managersNegotiation Process:  The sector managers
negotiate over coverage areasnegotiate over coverage areas
 exchanging sensors as necessaryexchanging sensors as necessary
 maximizing coverage of their sectorsmaximizing coverage of their sectors
 balancing loadbalancing load

……until the system reaches a stable organization.until the system reaches a stable organization.



Convergence Rate of Self-DesignConvergence Rate of Self-Design
 Quickly Converges on ReasonableQuickly Converges on Reasonable

OrganizationOrganization

90-node
Example.
Average over
100 runs.



Adapting an Existing OrganizationAdapting an Existing Organization
 Reorganizing if several nodes go down.Reorganizing if several nodes go down.

 Very quickly converges on new organizationVery quickly converges on new organization
 Working out from existing sectors betterWorking out from existing sectors better

When 10 nodes fail,
maintaining degraded
sectors enables the sys-
tem to reorganize more
quickly.  



Organizational Instantiation ConclusionsOrganizational Instantiation Conclusions

 Simple Organization Templates can beSimple Organization Templates can be
dynamically instantiated dynamically instantiated distributivelydistributively
using negotiationusing negotiation

 Negotiation quickly converges toNegotiation quickly converges to
reasonable organizationsreasonable organizations
 From scratchFrom scratch
 Adapting existing organization as result ofAdapting existing organization as result of

changes in resourceschanges in resources



Top-DownTop-Down
Organizational DesignOrganizational Design

Given a problem-domain description of theGiven a problem-domain description of the
organizational goals, environmental conditions,organizational goals, environmental conditions,

performance requirements, possible roles, agents, andperformance requirements, possible roles, agents, and
resources, assign both problem-domain and coordinationresources, assign both problem-domain and coordination

roles and responsibilities to each agent such that theroles and responsibilities to each agent such that the
organizational performance requirements are satisfiedorganizational performance requirements are satisfied

and the organization operates effectively overand the organization operates effectively over
anticipated environmental conditions.anticipated environmental conditions.



Prescriptive, knowledge-Prescriptive, knowledge-
based design processbased design process

Agent-Role-GoalAgent-Role-Goal
BindingsBindings

bind roles to goals & 
determine capability
requirements

match agent capabilities
to role requirements

Task
Environment

Performance
Requirements

OrganizationalOrganizational
GoalsGoals

Role-GoalRole-Goal
BindingsBindings

Domain-Specific
Roles

Agents 
(provide capabilities)

CoordinationCoordination
& Management& Management

GoalsGoals

Coordination 
& Management

Roles

identify coordination
needed for agent-role-goal

assignments

bind roles to goals & 
determine capability
requirements



DSN Example - InputDSN Example - Input

Monitor

Detect Track

Verify

HandleScan Fuse Update

S1 (7.5, 7.5)
Role RadarScanner
Role FocussedRadar
Role Verifier
…
RadarRadius 20 ft.
ScanRate 0.25 sec.
ComputePower 2.0
…



EW DSN Example - OutputEW DSN Example - Output

 Best coordination mechanism is context dependent.Best coordination mechanism is context dependent.
 If the area is small, vehicles are infrequent, and only a few agents areIf the area is small, vehicles are infrequent, and only a few agents are

necessary, a peer-to-peer organizational mechanism may be best.necessary, a peer-to-peer organizational mechanism may be best.
 If the area is large, vehicles are many and frequent, and scanningIf the area is large, vehicles are many and frequent, and scanning

resources are scarce, a multi-level hierarchy may be more appropriate.resources are scarce, a multi-level hierarchy may be more appropriate.

 Set of bindings for eachSet of bindings for each
agent specifying the rolesagent specifying the roles
and goals it is bound to,and goals it is bound to,
the agents and their rolesthe agents and their roles
it must send informationit must send information
to and receive informationto and receive information
from.from.
 Includes both problemIncludes both problem

domain and coordinationdomain and coordination
bindings.bindings.



Example OutputExample Output

Fuser and FocussedRadar
roles set as team roles.

M,V,H,R

R,S

M = Manager
S = Subordinate
V = Verifier
H = Handler
R = Radar

R,S
R,S R,S

R,S

R,S

M,V,H,R

R,S
R,S

R,S R,S
R,S

R,S

TeamInitiator role
distributed among Handlers.

…



Example OutputExample Output

Fuser and FocussedRadar
roles set as team roles.

M,R

R,S

M = Manager
S = Subordinate
V = Verifier
H = Handler
R = Radar

R,S
R,S R,S,V,H

R,S

R,S

M,R

R,S
R,S

R,S R,S
R,S,V,H

R,S

TeamInitiator role
distributed among Handlers.

…

Exploit
Cheaper

Communication
cost and

balance load



Example OutputExample Output

Fuser and FocussedRadar
roles set as team roles.

M,V,H,R

R,S

M = Manager
S = Subordinate
V = Verifier
H = Handler
R = Radar

R,S
R,S R,S

R,S

R,S

M,V,H,R

R,S
R,S

R,S R,S
R,S

R,S

TeamInitiator role
distributed among Handlers.

…

……

M M



Organizational Design ConclusionsOrganizational Design Conclusions

 Able to generate different, principled,Able to generate different, principled,
reasonable, non-arbitrary organizationalreasonable, non-arbitrary organizational
forms given the changes to theforms given the changes to the
environmental characteristics andenvironmental characteristics and
performance requirements.performance requirements.



Appropriate forAppropriate for
Other ApplicationsOther Applications

Peer-to-peer IRPeer-to-peer IR
DistributedDistributed  Resource AllocationResource Allocation
Supply ChainSupply Chain



Information Retrieval in aInformation Retrieval in a
Peer-to-Peer NetworkPeer-to-Peer Network

American Patent DB 
Wall Street Journal
Associated Press News

Insider trading
stories?

A

B

C

D E

F

G I

H

J

K

Generate incrementally
and distributively 
an appropriate
organization for effective 
retrieval

Problem Description:

1. Improve IR performance
2. System performance

Goal:



Organization for Peer-to-PeerOrganization for Peer-to-Peer
ContentContent  RetrievalRetrieval

Nearly-decomposableNearly-decomposable
hierarchy of content mediatorshierarchy of content mediators

Initial  and unstructured
peer-to-peer network



Top-down InstantiatingTop-down Instantiating
OrganizationsOrganizations

Organizational Instance
- Represents what is

Organizational Templates
- Defines what could be



Organizational VariantsOrganizational Variants

Balanced Organization
-Two aggregators
-Better load distribution
-Requires 9 agents

Unbalanced Organization
-Single aggregator
-Uneven load distribution
-Requires 8 agents

 The balanced organization is not always betterThe balanced organization is not always better
 The unbalanced organization trades off performance forThe unbalanced organization trades off performance for

resources (agents)resources (agents)



Overall ConclusionsOverall Conclusions
 Organizational Structuring Provides a FrameworkOrganizational Structuring Provides a Framework

for Structuring Large Agent Societiesfor Structuring Large Agent Societies
 The parameters of the Organization can greatlyThe parameters of the Organization can greatly

effect performanceeffect performance
 Evaluating Performance is a complex multi-attributedEvaluating Performance is a complex multi-attributed

functionfunction
 Performance of an Organization can be predictedPerformance of an Organization can be predicted

through modelingthrough modeling
 Organizational  Instantiation, Adaptation andOrganizational  Instantiation, Adaptation and

Design are feasibleDesign are feasible



Future DirectionsFuture Directions
 Generalizing this work to more complexGeneralizing this work to more complex

and varied organizational structures and forand varied organizational structures and for
other domainsother domains

 IntegratingIntegrating  top downtop down    organizationalorganizational  designdesign
with bottom-up organization instantiationwith bottom-up organization instantiation

 Providing software infrastructure for agentsProviding software infrastructure for agents
to operate in an organizational contextto operate in an organizational context


